Expert technology and service for first class float glass makers
ZYAROCK® tweel

High quality float glass production

ZYAROCK® is the VESUVIUS brand of high purity and specialized fused silica products and technical solutions developed for the glass industry. ZYAROCK® tweels are recognised for their consistent quality, reliability and long life time performance.

VESUVIUS unique manufacturing process certified by ISO 9001 criteria guarantees a product of superior quality and performance.

ZYAROCK® tweel benefits

- **Consistent performance in use**
  High purity fused silica material is selected for the manufacturing of ZYAROCK® tweel and a specific process is applied. Thus leading to a homogenous and solid ceramic body that shows excellent hot rigidity performance helping the end user to ensure optimal glass flow control and perfect atmosphere separation in the canal area.

- **Defect free operation and long life time**
  The high class surface finishing and the homogenous material structure make it to a product of customer’s choice, helping to avoid bubbling or other glass defects.

- **Improving customer process efficiency**
  Excellent thermal shock resistance enable the user to install the ZYAROCK® tweel within shortest time in the canal operating position thus helping him to reduce down time of his production line.

Optimized solution to fit your application

VESUVIUS has over 30 years of experience in the design and manufacturing of this state-of-the-art product. As the world leading supplier we provide customized designs and shapes of ZYAROCK® tweel and respond to todays requirements of first class float glass around the world.

VESUVIUS will customize the ZYAROCK® tweel to fit your application. The unique manufacturing process of this innovative product allows the realisation of complex shapes and specific dimensions.

Where to find information about ZYAROCK® tweel?

Website: [www-vesuvius.com](http://www-vesuvius.com)

Contact us: [www-zyarock.com](http://www-zyarock.com)
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